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Broadband absorption spectroscopy in turbid
media by combined frequency-domain and
steady-state methods

Frédéric Bevilacqua, Andrew J. Berger, Albert E. Cerussi, Dorota Jakubowski, and
Bruce J. Tromberg

A technique for measuring broadband near-infrared absorption spectra of turbid media that uses a
combination of frequency-domain ~FD! and steady-state ~SS! reflectance methods is presented. Most of
the wavelength coverage is provided by a white-light SS measurement, whereas the FD data are acquired
at a few selected wavelengths. Coefficients of absorption ~ma! and reduced scattering ~m9s! derived from
the FD data are used to calibrate the intensity of the SS measurements and to estimate m9s at all
wavelengths in the spectral window of interest. After these steps are performed, one can determine ma

by comparing the SS reflectance values with the predictions of diffusion theory, wavelength by wave-
length. Absorption spectra of a turbid phantom and of human breast tissue in vivo, derived with the
combined SSFD technique, agree well with expected reference values. All measurements can be per-
formed at a single source–detector separation distance, reducing the variations in sampling volume that
exist in multidistance methods. The technique uses relatively inexpensive light sources and detectors
and is easily implemented on an existing multiwavelength FD system. © 2000 Optical Society of
America

OCIS codes: 170.1470, 170.4090, 170.5280, 170.7050.
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1. Introduction

Reflectance spectroscopy is a technique for character-
izing turbid media that has become widely used in
medical diagnostics. In many cases the quantifica-
tion of chromophore concentrations is desired, and
this requires the ability to separate the effects of
absorption from those of scattering. Fundamen-
tally, the coefficients of absorption ma and of reduced
cattering m9s can be determined by a series of reflec-

tance measurements performed in one of three do-
mains, namely, time1–3 ~with a fast pulse of light!,
frequency4–7 ~with a sinusoidally modulated source of
light!, and steady state8–15 ~with a source of constant
intensity but multiple detectors at different distanc-
es!. Unsurprisingly, these three techniques have
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different merits and limitations. Spatially re-
solved steady-state techniques are relatively inex-
pensive and are more readily suited for the
determination of ma and m9s over large, continuous
ranges of wavelengths than are the other methods.
However, the steady-state approach works best
when measurements are performed with a combi-
nation of short ~;1 transport mean free path! and
ong ~many transport mean free paths! source–
etector separations.11 Ideally, the optical proper-

ties of the sample should not vary over the ranges of
volumes probed by the various measurements.
The larger the spread of distances probed, the more
likely that heterogeneities, such as those found in
biological tissue, will distort the data from the pre-
dictions of the model. One approach to limiting
this effect, given that the shortest separations pro-
vide great stability for the calculation of m9s, is to use
relatively short ~,10-mm! source–detector separa-
tions.12,13 Inasmuch as the mean probing depth
scales with the source–detector separation, with
this approach such measurements are sensitive to
superficial components ~to depths of less than 5 mm
for typical biological tissues!.

Time- and frequency-domain techniques are well
suited for deeper ~.1 cm for biological tissue! inves-
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tigations. Moreover, they can be performed with
only one or a few source–detector separations, which
makes them more robust for use in studying hetero-
geneous samples. Because such techniques require
sources that can be pulsed or modulated rapidly, cov-
ering a large wavelength range requires a tunable
laser or an extensive collection of laser diodes, both of
which can be expensive, difficult to maintain, and
slow to cover the entire spectrum. This is an impor-
tant drawback, because, as discussed by Hull et al.,14

the quantification of chromophore concentrations can
be significantly affected by use of a limited number of
wavelengths.

In this paper we suggest a way to use steady-state
~SS! and frequency-domain ~FD! reflectance mea-
surements in tandem to obtain broad wavelength cov-
erage with increased penetration depth. This
method is especially promising for near-infrared
spectroscopy of tissue, e.g., to characterize breast
physiology. For such applications, the method pro-
posed here permits rapid data acquisition, deep tis-
sue probing, and robust resolution of the
contributions from the four major near-infrared tis-
sue absorbers: oxyhemoglobin, deoxyhemoglobin,
water, and fat. The central innovations are using
FD-derived ma and m9s values to convert the SS mea-
urements into units of absolute reflectance and us-
ng the power-law wavelength dependence of m9s to
btain interpolated and extrapolated values at non-
aser wavelengths. FD measurements are made at

handful of diode laser wavelengths spanning the
ange of interest ~650–1000 nm!, whereas the SS
easurements are made continuously across the en-

ire range. Unlike for spatially resolved SS, how-
ver, here only a single, large source–detector
eparation is used, preferably the same one as for
he FD measurements. The instrumentation is
traightforward and particularly easy to add to an
xisting FD system.
After describing our method of combining the SS

nd FD methods ~SSFD!, we test the SSFD technique
by using it to measure the absorption spectra of tur-
bid samples. First, we analyze a liquid tissue phan-
tom whose absorption spectrum is known ~by direct
spectrophotometry of the absorbing component be-
fore mixing! and with which the SSFD result can be
compared. We also measure locations on the breasts
of two human female volunteers, demonstrating that
data can be gathered in vivo and analyzed to provide
pertinent physiological parameters. Differences
among the measured breast spectra can be inter-
preted in terms of different relative levels of water,
fat, and hemoglobin present in the explored tissue
volumes. In addition, estimates of absolute concen-
trations are comparable with those reported in other
recent broadband in vivo studies. Finally, we dis-
cuss possible reasons for imperfect spectral fits and
compare concentration predictions derived from
SSFD analysis with those derived from FD data
alone.
2. Experimental Methods

A. Optical Measurements

Figure 1 shows the experimental arrangement for
SSFD measurements. In all cases, light is delivered
via optical fiber to the surface of the sample and
collected at some distance r away. For the liquid
phantom measurements, r was 15.5 mm; for the
breast, 21.5 ~FD! and 24 ~SS! mm ~the slight differ-
nce was due to instrumental limitations; a future
nstrument will utilize identical distances!. In FD

ode ~upper dashed rectangle!, the light arrives se-
uentially from one of seven amplitude-modulated
iode lasers ~672, 800, 806, 852, 896, 913, and 978
m, all with output powers of ,20 mW at the sample!

and is detected by an avalanche photodiode unit
~Hamamatsu C556P-56045-03! that amplifies the ac
component of the signal. A network analyzer
~Hewlett-Packard 8753C! delivers 251 modulation
frequencies from 100 to 700 MHz and measures
phase and modulation amplitudes of the photon in-
tensity signal, as described elsewhere.7,16 In SS
mode ~lower dashed rectangle!, light comes from a
50-W halogen lamp ~Fiber-Lite! and is analyzed by a
ber-coupled spectrograph ~Ocean Optics S2000!
ith a linear CCD detector from 525 to 1155 nm, with

he useful range for our experiments being 650–1000
m. The spectrograph records a total of 2048 points
0.35 nmypixel!, and the spectral resolution is 5 nm
full width at half-maximum!. Light is delivered to
he sample through a bundle of four fibers ~bundle
iameter, 600 mm! and collected with a single fiber of
-mm diameter. We measure the spectrum of the
ight source separately by inserting the source and
etector fibers into different ports of an integrating
phere ~Labsphere, IS-040-SF!. Relative reflectance
s calculated to be the sample spectrum divided by the
ource spectrum ~note that both measurements use
he same delivery fiber, collection fiber, and detector
pparatus!. Total acquisition time per sample for
SFD measurements is of the order of 40 s ~30 s for
D and 10 s for SS!. We calculated ma~l! according

Fig. 1. Configuration of light sources, optical fibers, and detec-
tors: APD, avalanche photodiode. The dashed rectangles denote
components that belong to the FD and SS systems.
1 December 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 34 y APPLIED OPTICS 6499
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to the methods of Section 3 with an in-house Matlab
~The MathWorks, Inc.! code, making use of the opti-
mization toolbox.

B. Samples

The phantom contained 17 mg of green dye ~naph-
hol! and 50 mL of an aqueous scattering suspension
Intralipid-20%, Pharmacia, Inc.! dissolved in 950

L of water. Before the addition of Intralipid, the
bsorbance spectrum of the dye–water solution was
easured in a 1-cm plastic cuvette by a spectropho-

ometer ~Beckman Instruments, DU630! with water
s a reference. Optical measurements were per-
ormed as indicated in Fig. 1, with source and detec-
or fibers placed at the surfaces of the samples.

In vivo measurements were performed on the left
reasts of two supine female volunteers, aged 37 and
1 years. Data were gathered from two regions on
ne volunteer ~a region on the areolar border and a
egion of inner breast, i.e., close to the middle of the
hest! and from one region ~inner breast only! on the

other volunteer, yielding a total of three samples. In
this modality, the source light was again delivered by
optical fiber but the FD detector was placed directly
against the tissue, without a collection fiber. Fiber
and detector were bundled into a single hand-held
device that was placed gently against the breast. SS
reflectance was measured subsequently, at the exact
same location, in the two-fiber mode described above.
All procedures were approved by the Institutional
Review Board of the University of California, Irvine
~study 95-563!.

3. Background Theory

A. Diffusion Model

The measured reflectance signal R can be predicted
theoretically by use of the diffusion approximation to
the radiative transfer equation, as many groups of
researchers have discussed.7,17–21 In this theoretical
framework, the reflectance is a function of the optical
properties of the medium, defined by absorption co-
efficient ma, reduced scattering coefficient m9s, and in-

ex of refraction n. The diffusion approximation is
alid for large source–detector separation r @r .
0~ma 1 m9s!

21# and high ~reduced! albedo @m9sy~ma 1
m9s! . 0.95#. The SS and FD cases can be described
by a single formalism in which the solution for the
reflectance is built from the Green’s function for the
diffusion equation, i.e., the fluence @Wycm2# that is

ue to an isotropic point source in an infinite, homo-
eneous medium. This function takes the form
xp~2kr!y~Dr!, where D [ @3~ma 1 m9s!#

21, the com-
lex wave number is k 5 kreal 1 ikimag, and

kreal 5 F3
2

ma~ma 1 m9s!G1y2HF1 1 S v

ma cD
2G1y2

1 1J1y2

,

kimag 5 F3
2

ma~ma 1 m9s!G1y2HF1 1 S v

ma cD
2G1y2

2 1J1y2

,
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where v is the modulation frequency in radians per
econd. The steady-state solution is simply the limit
hen v 5 0. In this case the solution for R is a real
umber $kreal 5 @3ma~ma 1 m9s!#

1y2 and kimag 5 0%.
hen v . 0, R becomes a complex number A

xp~2if!, where A is the modulation amplitude and f
s the phase shift relative to the source. As we ex-
lain in Subsection 3.B, these quantities can be ob-
ained from the FD measurement.

In treating reflectance problems, we model the
ample–air interface, using an extrapolated bound-
ry condition21 in which the fluence is set to zero at a

distance zb 5 2D~1 1 Reff!y~1 2 Reff! above the sam-
ple ~Reff depends on the refractive mismatch and
equals 0.493 for tissue of n 5 1.4 and air of n 5 1.0!.
The method of images is employed, with an isotropic
point source at a depth zo 5 ~ma 1 m9s!

21 contributing
a signal Sr and a negative image point at a height
zo 1 zb above the extrapolated boundary contributing
Si. The result is the fluence F at any point in the
sample. The detected signal along the boundary is
then written as a combination of terms proportional
to the fluence and to its flux normal to the surface:

R 5 c1F 2 c2 D¹F z ~2ẑ!, (1)

where values for the constants c1 and c2 are deter-
mined by the refractive-index mismatch between the
two media21 ~for tissue of n 5 1.40 and air of n 5 1,
for these constants the values 0.118 and 0.306, re-
spectively, are assumed!, 2ẑ is a unit vector pointing
normally upward out of the sample, and

F 5
P

4pD Fexp~2krs!

rs
2

exp~2kri!

ri
G ,

D¹F z ẑ 5
P

4p FzoSk 1
1
rs
D exp~2krs!

rs
2 1 ~zo 1 2zb!

3 Sk 1
1
ri
D exp~2kri!

ri
2 G , (2)

where P is the incident power and rs ~ri! is the dis-
ance from the source ~image! to the detector.

B. Frequency-Domain Fitting

Like the theory of Subsection 3.A, our FD fitting pro-
cess, which provides ma and m9s values at a few wave-
lengths, has been described at length elsewhere,7,16

and a brief description is provided here as back-
ground.

Each FD measurement contains instrumental ar-
tifacts; i.e., the measured reflectance is actually

R 5 Co A exp@2i~f 1 fo!#, (3)

where Co and fo are sample-independent instrumen-
tal constants. A and f are, respectively, the modu-
lation amplitude and phase of the FD reflectance, as
defined in Subsection 3.A.

For calibration, we gather FD data from a prepared
sample whose ma and m9s values are known a priori
from a set of two-distance FD measurements.7
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Frequency-dependent values of fo and Co are calcu-
lated from the discrepancies between measured @Eq.
~3!# and predicted @Eq. ~1!# phase and modulation
mplitude, thus calibrating our future measure-
ents.
With the instrumental constants thus determined,

he 502 data points per sample ~251 for both phase
nd amplitude as a function of the FD modulation
requency v! depend on two unknowns, ma and m9s.

We select the best ma and m9s values to fit the predic-
tions of Eq. ~1! to the data, using the iterative, non-
inear, least-squares method of Levenberg and

arquardt,22 simultaneously fitting the phase and
the amplitude until overall convergence is achieved.7
As was noted by various authors,2,21 the reflectance in
Eq. ~1! is nearly proportional to either the flux or the

uence term alone ~i.e., the ratio of the two is inde-
endent of ma and m9s! for the large source–detector

separations that we employ @.10~ma 1 m9s!
21#. We

herefore use only the fluence term F from Eq. ~1!,
bsorbing the additional proportionality factor into
he instrumental constant Co.

4. Determination of Broadband ma Spectrum

Section 3 provided background information regard-
ing diffusion theory models and a method for extract-
ing ma and m9s values from FD measurements at
pecific wavelengths. We now describe how FD and
S measurements can be combined to yield quanti-
ative, broadband ma spectra.

Our goal is to compute ma at each wavelength,
given the measured SS reflectance. However,
single-distance SS reflectance cannot itself provide
ma: R depends on m9s as well as on ma, so one mea-
urement cannot provide a unique determination of
ither parameter. In addition, the instrumental
onstant Co is not known. The single SS measure-

ment at each wavelength therefore needs to be sup-
plemented with both a means of establishing the
absolute reflectance intensity and an additional piece
of information about ma or m9s ~or a combination of the
two!.

A. Use of Frequency-Domain Data to Provide Additional
Information

The FD system can provide both pieces of necessary
information at each SS wavelength. At first glance
this is surprising, as the FD system operates at only
seven wavelengths, whereas the SS system covers
450 nm with continuous 5-nm resolution. It would
seem then that the needed values of m9s and Co could
e determined only at these seven wavelengths, and
trictly speaking such is indeed the case. Signifi-
antly, however, the wavelength dependence of both
9s and Co is smooth and predictable in shape, as is
iscussed below. It is this fact that enables us to use
he discrete FD information to supplement our broad-
and SS measurements at all desired wavelengths.

B. Amplitude Calibration of the Reflectance Spectrum

The FD measurements permit calculation of the in-
strumental factor Co at all wavelengths because we
expect no wavelength dependence at all: The sam-
ple and source spectra are measured with the same
delivery and collection system and only a few seconds
apart, so there should be negligible wavelength-
dependent artifacts in the ratio of the two. There-
fore the task reduces to that of calculating Co at a
single wavelength. This is readily done at any of the
FD wavelengths, as ma and m9s are both known and
absolute reflectance is a function only of these vari-
ables @cf. Eqs. ~1! and ~2! in the v 5 0 limit#. Using
ll the FD data to increase robustness, we can calcu-
ate the value of Co that scales the measured SS

reflectances to match the predicted reflectances as
closely as possible ~in the least-squares sense!.
Once this is done, the scale factor Co is known for the
entire spectrum. Examples of this scaling are given
below.

C. Determination of m9s~l!

The FD values of m9s also allow us to obtain informa-
ion about m9s across the entire wavelength range.

As numerous groups of researchers have
observed,23–25 the particle size distribution of scatter-
ers ~0.1–10 mm! in many biological media and phan-
oms tends to have smooth wavelength dependence
ver the range 650–1000 nm, which is well described
y a power function of the form

m9s~l! 5 Al2B (4)

~the parameter A here has no relation to the modu-
lation amplitude!. As a result, measuring several m9s
values allows us to fit those values to a simple func-
tion of wavelength and to obtain good estimates of m9s
at all other wavelengths needed.

D. Iterative Solving for the ma~l! Spectrum

With m9s~l! calculated and the reflectance correctly
scaled, the equation for steady-state reflectance ~@Eq.
1!# contains only one unknown, ma. Because it is

difficult to obtain an analytical solution for ma from
his equation, numerical solving methods were em-
loyed. Proceeding one wavelength at a time, we
sed the Matlab nonlinear zero-finding function fzero
o choose ma such that Rmeas 2 Rthy~ma! 5 0, where

Rmeas is the calibrated SS reflectance measurement
nd Rthy~ma! is the theoretical reflectance predicted
y Eqs. ~1! and ~2! for a given trial value of ma. Solv-

ing for the entire ma spectrum required ;10 s on a
personal computer.

5. Results

Figure 2 displays the SS reflectance measured from
the phantom and the predicted absolute reflectance
calculated from diffusion theory based on the FD
measurements of ma and m9s. Because of strong ab-
sorption at wavelengths above 950 nm, the FD mea-
surement at 978 nm was noisy, which in turn made
the calculation of SS data at wavelengths above 950
unstable. Data are therefore presented for 650–950
nm for the phantom only. As anticipated, all the
measurements differ from the predictions by essen-
1 December 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 34 y APPLIED OPTICS 6501
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tially the same scale factor. The entire SS spectrum
is thus converted into absolute reflectance units.
Similar results were observed for the three breast
samples, as shown in Fig. 3. From top to bottom,
sample 1 is the inner breast region of the 37-year-old
volunteer and samples 2 and 3 are from the areolar
border and the inner breast, respectively, of the 21-
year-old volunteer.

Figure 4 shows the least-squares power-law fit to
the m9s values measured by the FD on the phantom.
As expected, the wavelength dependence is fairly
smooth and is easily described by the fit. Corre-
sponding fits for the three breast samples appear in
Fig. 5. Note that the values change by only a factor

Fig. 3. SS reflectance spectra acquired from three locations in
breast tissue of female volunteers. The spectra have been scaled
to fit reflectance values ~filled circles! calculated from FD data in
the same manner as for Fig. 2. Errors are the same as for Fig. 2.
502 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 34 y 1 December 2000
of 2 over the entire range, so the wavelength depen-
dence is weak in addition to being predictable.

Figure 6 summarizes the absorption values calcu-
lated for the dye–Intralipid phantom. The thicker
curve shows the ma values that we found make Eq. ~1!
eproduce the measured reflectance data as closely as
ossible, using the fzero algorithm as described
bove. The thinner curve represents a linear least-
quares fit to the thicker curve based on reference
pectra of pure water ~from Kou et al.26! and pure dye

~measured by a spectrophotometer as described
above!. As the figure shows, the two-component fit
accurately models the measured spectrum across the
entire spectral range. The least-squares fitting co-
efficient for the dye spectrum is 1.00. Also shown
are the values of ma derived by FD analysis alone,
demonstrating an agreement between the FD and

Fig. 4. Determination of the broadband m9s spectrum for the dye–
Intralipid phantom. Open circles, discrete m9s values measured by
the FD technique; solid curve, best power-law fit to Eq. ~4!. Fit-
ting parameters are A 5 2200 and B 5 20.82. Error bars on m9s
are 3%.7
Fig. 2. SS reflectance spectrum acquired from a dye–Intralipid
phantom, scaled to fit the discrete reflectance values ~filled circles!

redicted by Eqs. ~1! and ~2! with FD-derived values of m9s and ma.
his scaling causes the entire spectrum to be converted into abso-

ute reflectance units; see text for a discussion. The error in FD
eflectance is estimated to be 63 3 1027ymm22; in SS reflectance,

61 3 1027ymm22.
Fig. 5. Determination of broadband m9s spectra for the three
reast samples. Circles, the discrete m9s values measured by the

FD technique; solid curves, best power-law fits to Eq. ~4!. Fitting
parameters ~A, B! from top to bottom are ~240, 20.86!, ~2700, 212!,
and ~250, 20.85!. Error bars on m9s are 3%.7
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SSFD methods at these wavelengths, as would be
expected because the FD data have been used to cal-
ibrate the SS data.

Corresponding plots that show absorption spectra
of the three breast samples appear in Figs. 7–9. As
before, the thicker curve is the experimental data, the
thinner curve is a full-spectrum fit, and the circles are
FD values. In these cases, however, the fit is built
from published spectra ~see Fig. 10! of oxyhemoglo-
in, deoxyhemoglobin,27 water,26 and fat,28 which are

commonly regarded as the four major absorbers in
breast tissue in the 650–1000-nm range. Coeffi-
cients from the fit thus provide estimates of these

Fig. 6. Comparison of ma values generated by FD ~open circles!
and by SSFD ~thicker curve! for the dye–Intralipid phantom.
Also shown is the best fit ~thinner curve! to the SSFD data by use
of the spectra of naphthol ~measured with a spectrophotometer!
and of water ~from Kou et al.26!. Open circles, discrete ma values
from FD alone. Error bars, 60.0005 mm21 or 5%, whichever is
larger.

Fig. 7. ma predictions for the first breast measurement ~inner
breast; 37-year-old volunteer!. Thicker curve, the SSFD data;
thinner curve, least-squares fit for a superposition of Hb, HbO2,

ater, and fat spectra; filled circles, the FD values ~error bars,
0.0005 mm21 or 5%, whichever is larger!; dotted curve the least-

squares fit when only the FD values are weighted. Physiological
parameters from the SSFD spectral fit: total hemoglobin concen-
tration, 22 mM; oxygen saturation, 73%; water, 15 gycm3; fat, 0.75

ycm3. See Table 1 for more details. Note that the fat peak
etween 900 and 950 nm is significantly underfitted by the FD
alculation.
components’ concentrations. The estimates are use-
ful for comparing one sample with another; no inde-
pendent attempt to validate concentrations has been
made ~however, the concentrations are approxi-

ately correct in magnitude and, as we note in Sec-
ion 6 below, the values are consistent with others
rom the recent literature3,15!. For comparison pur-

poses, the dotted curves in Figs. 7–9 show the spec-
tral fit obtained when only the FD wavelengths are
weighted, as in a customary FD-only experiment.
The two spectral reconstructions are clearly different,
and these different reconstructions lead to different
concentration estimates. All the concentration pre-
dictions, both SSFD and FD, are listed in Table 1,
along with the percent deviation of the FD value from
the SSFD value. The hemoglobin results are re-
ported in terms of total hemoglobin ~oxyhemoglobin
plus deoxyhemoglobin! and oxygen saturation ~oxy-
hemoglobin divided by the total!.

Fig. 8. ma predictions for the second breast measurement ~areolar
border; 21-year-old volunteer!. Curves and circles have the same
assignments as for Fig. 7. Physiological parameters: total he-
moglobin concentration, 30 mM; oxygen saturation, 70%; water,
0.51 gycm3; fat, 0.42 gycm3. See Table 1 for more details.

Fig. 9. ma predictions for the third breast measurement ~inner
breast; 21-year-old volunteer!. Curves and circles have the same
assignments as for Fig. 7. Physiological parameters: total he-
moglobin concentration, 19 mM; oxygen saturation, 72%; water, 28
gycm3; fat, 0.56 gycm3. See Table 1 for more details.
1 December 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 34 y APPLIED OPTICS 6503
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6. Discussion

To extract ma from a single SS reflectance spectrum,
one has to convert the data into absolute units ~i.e.,
the instrumental factor Co must be removed! and
determine m9s values at all wavelengths. We have
demonstrated that FD measurements at a few wave-
lengths can accomplish these goals across the entire
650–1000-nm spectrum. This somewhat surprising
result arises because m9s~l! follows a power law,

hereas Co has no wavelength dependence at all.
Two innovations that combine FD and SS methods
are thus available. First, when the SS reflectance is
scaled to match FD predictions of absolute reflec-
tance, the entire reflectance spectrum is automati-
cally calibrated. Second, fitting the FD m9s values to
a wavelength-dependent function yields the extra in-
formation that one needs to extract ma from diffusion
theory @Eqs. ~1! and ~2!#. We note that the FD-

erived ma and m9s values could just as readily be

Fig. 10. Absorption spectra of major absorbers in breast tissue.
Upper left, oxyhemoglobin, 1 mM; upper right, deoxyhemoglobin, 1

M; lower left, water, 1 gycm3; lower right, fat ~soybean oil!, 0.9
gycm3. The hemoglobin spectra are from Wray et al.,27 the water
s from Kou et al.,26 and the fat is from the doctoral dissertation of

Eker.28

Table 1. Results of Physiologica

Breast Sample
Number Component SSF

1 Total Hb ~mM!
O2 saturation ~%!
Water ~gycm3!
Fat ~gycm3!

2 Total Hb ~mM!
O2 saturation ~%!
Water ~gycm3!
Fat ~gycm3!

3 Total Hb ~mM!
O2 saturation ~%!
Water ~gycm3!
Fat ~gycm3!

aColumn 5 gives the percent difference between the FD and the
504 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 34 y 1 December 2000
supplied by time-domain measurements at a single
source–detector separation.

The interpolation of the reduced scattering spectra
by use of a fit is an important component of this
technique. The lower two parts of Fig. 5 show ex-
cellent agreement with the power law. The top part
of the figure shows reasonably good agreement, but
small discrepancies ~of the order of 5–8%! can never-
theless be observed. This behavior is likely not to be
an actual divergence from the power law but is prob-
ably due to a coupling effect between the scattering
and absorption quantification in the FD fit. Such
coupling appears when the diffusion model’s assump-
tions are not sufficiently fulfilled. The tissue heter-
ogeneity, i.e., the layered superficial structure and
the mix of deeper fat globules and fibrous tissue,
could be a possible source of deviation from the
model. Interestingly, the highest fat concentration
was measured for this breast location ~see Table 1!.
As described recently by Doornbos et al.,15 using a
power-law fit to calculate the m9s spectrum can in fact
provide an advantage in computing ma. Indeed, by
smoothing the spectrum, the power-law fit reduces
the spurious coupling between scattering and absorp-
tion caused by inaccurate modeling.

Compared with discrete-wavelength FD measure-
ments, access to a continuous absorption spectrum
offers two important advantages: better chro-
mophore identification and improved concentration
quantification. The ability of the method to recover
the continuous shape of the true absorption spectrum
is evidenced by the phantom measurement. Figure
6 shows that the experimental spectrum is accurately
fitted by use of known spectra of dye and water. The
fitting coefficient of 1.00 for the dye additionally dem-
onstrates the accurate recovery of chromophore con-
centrations.

The breast spectra ~Figs. 7–9! further illustrate
the usefulness of the SSFD technique for clinical
investigations. As expected, the fit that uses oxy-
hemoglobin, deoxyhemoglobin, fat, and water ac-
counts for most of the absorption in the 650–

ictions for Breast Samples 1–3a

ethod
FD Method

Only Percent Difference

25 13
78 7

5 0.14 27
5 0.44 241

30 0
79 13

1 0.40 222
2 0.39 27

19 0
81 13

8 0.27 24
6 0.54 24

D values, defined as 100 3 ~FD 2 SSFD!ySSFD.
D M

22
73
0.1
0.7

30
70
0.5
0.4

19
72
0.2
0.5

SSF
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1000-nm range in breast tissue. The quality of the
fit is especially striking for wavelengths longer than
800 nm. In particular, the fat spectrum used in
the fit seems accurate, matching the main peak at
928 nm and the shoulder at 895 nm. These results
are surprisingly good considering that the pure-fat
spectrum was measured in soybean oil.28 These

easurements stress the important contribution of
at to tissue absorption, as this chromophore some-
imes was neglected in previous research.6,15 The

water peak at 976 nm is also well reproduced in the
measurements. We observe that the highest water
content was measured for the areolar border sample
~sample 2!. Interestingly, we note that for both

ye and breast tissue, data fits to the water spec-
rum of Kou et al. were superior to those of Hale and
uerry,29 particularly in the 920–960-nm regime
here the water absorption spectrum increases

harply.
In the 650–800-nm region, the major features of

tissue absorption are clearly due to oxyhemoglobin
and deoxyhemoglobin. The deoxyhemoglobin peak
at 760 nm is distinctly visible in the experimental
data. Nevertheless, we observe small but consistent
spectral differences, of the order of 0.001 mm21, be-
tween fit and measurement in this regime ~see Figs.
7–9!. These discrepancies, revealed in the full SSFD
pectrum, are not evident when the FD data alone
re fitted. Two reasons for the imperfect fits can be
uggested. First, the oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhe-
oglobin absorption spectra that we used could be

lightly incorrect. Indeed, small variations are
ound among various published spectra, and changes
ould be also expected between in vitro and in vivo
alues. Second, other, background, chromophores
hould probably be taken into account. For exam-
le, the tails of several protein absorption bands that
ere not included in the modeling might contribute to
bsorption in this wavelength region. A more exten-
ive spectral library is therefore desirable for future
tudies. Alternatively, one could model the back-
round empirically, either with predetermined math-
matical functions of wavelength ~see, e.g., Hull et

al.14! or with a principal-component analysis of sev-
eral background residuals once many samples have
been studied.30

For the sake of comparison, we used the same
least-squares fitting algorithm to calculate the spec-
tral fits and concentrations twice, once with the full
spectrum and once with only the FD wavelengths,
even though the second procedure does not fully ex-
ploit the potential of the SSFD method. Interesting
differences are found between the FD and SSFD cal-
culations. Figure 7 and Table 1 show that FD sig-
nificantly underestimates the fat concentration in the
first breast sample: 0.75 gycm3 with the SSFD as
opposed to 0.44 gycm3 with the FD. The reason for
his discrepancy lies in the fact that no laser wave-
ength is close enough to the fat peak ~at present,

commercial laser diodes at this particular wave-
length are uncommon!. Thus, with no weighting in
this region, the FD fit tolerates large fitting errors
near the absorption maximum of fat ~as illustrated in
Fig. 7!, leading to large errors in the fat concentra-
tion. Such a discrepancy is naturally enhanced for
this sample, for which the fat concentration is high-
est. This example illustrates the shortcomings of
using a limited number of sources ~i.e., wavelengths!,
especially when a significant chromophore lies in an
undersampled spectral region. A similar error is
seen in the fitting of the areolar breast location ~Fig.
8!; this time it is the water peak that is poorly ad-
dressed by the FD analysis.

The total hemoglobin determination is more con-
sistent between the FD and SSFD calculations, owing
to the smoother spectral features of these chro-
mophores and better diode coverage of the 650–
850-nm regime. However, the oxygenation
determination by FD is systematically higher. As
discussed above, consistent small differences occur
between the fit and the experiments in the 650–
800-nm region because of some incompleteness in our
library of fitting line shapes. Fitting the curve with
a limited number of wavelengths naturally exacer-
bates the incompleteness and produces a bias in the
results.

As mentioned above, Cubeddu et al.,3 working in
the time domain, obtained similar optical proper-
ties and physiological parameters for premeno-
pausal breast. Conceptually, the two experiments
exploit the same optical phenomena and are essen-
tially complementary techniques in different do-
mains. A technical advantage of the SSFD
measurement is the use of a white-light source
rather than a tunable laser. Thus the SS measure-
ment covers all wavelengths simultaneously,
whereas the laser~s! must be tuned separately to
ach wavelength.3 Additionally, the heart of the

SSFD system ~a few laser diodes, a frequency gen-
erator, an avalanche photodiode, a network ana-
lyzer or lock-in amplifier, and a SS reflectance
system! is inexpensive and easy to maintain com-
pared with a tunable laser system and a single-
photon-counting detection apparatus.

As was already stated, the method presented here
has the advantage of being compatible with a sin-
gle, large source–detector separation ~..10 trans-
port mean free paths!. In contrast to spatially
resolved methods, it is well suited for interrogating
deep structures in relatively heterogeneous sam-
ples. As numerous authors have shown,15,31,32 the
layered structure of tissue affects reflectance differ-
ently at different source–detector separations, rais-
ing doubts about the applicability of spatially
resolved techniques that assume sample homoge-
neity over a large range. Whereas variations in
the FD modulation frequency v do change the op-
tically explored tissue volume, these effects are
modest in comparison with changes in r, particu-
larly at high absorption.21 Consequently, the as-
sumption of homogeneity is less extreme for the
single-distance measurements proposed here: Its
essence is that all measurements at one wavelength
explore a more consistent volume; this does not
1 December 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 34 y APPLIED OPTICS 6505
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mean that different wavelengths will explore the
same volume. Indeed, less-absorbed wavelengths
will explore larger regions than wavelengths that
attenuate more rapidly.

7. Conclusion

A combination of SS and FD reflectance measure-
ments has been described for absorption spectroscopy
of turbid media; beneficial aspects of both techniques
have been described. As with SS, the wavelength
coverage is continuous, detecting absorption features
that may not be discernable in the discrete wave-
lengths chosen for FD. The prediction of constituent
concentrations, for instance, in breast tissue, is sub-
stantially improved when full-spectrum absorption
data rather than a handful of wavelengths are used.
As with FD, however, only a single source–detector
separation is required, making the technique more
amenable to reporting volume-averaged values for
heterogeneous samples. In addition, the source–
detector separation can be large, allowing for
centimeter-scale mean probing depths that cannot be
achieved with spatially resolved SS techniques.
This advantage for deeply probing studies is signifi-
cant for many clinical purposes. An application to
breast analysis has been demonstrated, with quanti-
tative in vivo spectra of human breast obtained rap-
idly ~,1 min!. The total hemoglobin content, oxygen
aturation, and water and fat content of the breast
amples have been calculated from the spectra, and
ailures of FD-only fitting have been highlighted.
he technique is relatively inexpensive and could
rove valuable for improving accuracy in the devel-
pment of quantitative photon migration for clinical
nstruments.
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